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Up

to the

proent date considerb10 progress

has

been made lii Investigating rad.io interference from corona
and spark discharges such as occur extensively on existing

transmission lines. However progress has been hindered. greatly by the lack of suitable methods of making Interference
measurements which would

correlate with the audible effects
produced In radio receivers. The rms field strengths of
broadca8t signals giving apparently the same level of sound
from a receiver as interference sIgnals have frequently been
observed to os from b to 10 times the rms values of the interference field strengths. This discrepancy has been observed in widely separated localities and by many different
iAvestigators.
The intermittent and. oscillatory character of both
the corona current and. the resulting output from a receiver
have been experimentally observed for various

interference
sources. .i.he crest values of this type of interference probably give an adequate explanation 0± the observed ãiscrepancles

of aoparent

and.

v1ues

actual rms

The observed crest values

o

0±'

the field intensities.

the output from a receiver may

freq,uently be as much as 10 times as

grat

as

the rms values.

This factor agrees very closely with t1e ratio of the apparent and actual rms values of

field strength.

There is reason to believe that the aural sensation

-

of loudness is related to the crest values of sound waves.

such a relation would explain the aparently close correlation between the crest field strengths 0± interference radiations

and.

the resulting interfering effects in radio receivers.

A crest vacuum tube voltmeter for use with a con-

ventional type of field strength measuring set makes it possible to determine

radio frequency radia-

tions such as those causing interference.

This instrument

has been especially developed. for this investigation and is

used as an auxiliary unit for the field strength measuring
set.

However it appears entirely feasible to incorporate a

orest indicating device in an instrument Jor measuring the in-

tensity

0±'

radio ±'req,uency fields.
The experimental investigation reported in this

thesis was conducted on various laboratory arrangements of
trie

dielectric circuits used in high-voltage power transmis-

sion lines subject to corona forriìtion.
tal data obtained. a series of

.'rom the

experimen-

grahs were prepared showing

the effective and crest field strengths of the radio

quency radiation produced by these corona discharges.

±'re-

These

data conclusively show that the crest values of field
strength correlate closely with the observed audible effects.
The crest factors for interference field strengths range

from 3.5 to

radiations.

11 Lcr insulator
i'ñe

arid

conductor corona current

'v1ue of the crest factor is usually above

5.

This investigation conclusively shows the neces-

sity of making both crest and rms measurements of radio interference field strengths for all purposes where absolute

measurements are required to give a true representation of
the character and effectiveness of interfering radiations.
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CREST LASURE1ITT OF RADIO-PREUEiCY RADIATIONS
FROM

llIGE-VOLTAE TRA.SMISSION LINES

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wide general acceptance

o±

the radio within the

last decade has necessitated extensive efforts to control
and alleviate various forms o± interference with radio

reception.

Many electrical utilities maintain facilities

for alleviating interference within their territories as
a means

of promoting good. will and. maintaining the best

possible service for their customers.

Many organizations

have studied. radio interference causes, and especially
cases of trouble due to particular types of electrical

equipment.

The investigation of radio interference from

high-voltage transmission lines undertaken at the Oregon

State College Engineering Experiment Station is an example.
Practically all of the methods used in these investi-

gations

and.

methods of control involve some more or

less

accurate and reliable means of nasuring the interfering
radiation.

The

nore detailed and comprehensive

investigation the more reliable
method of measurement be.

and.

is t'ne

accurate should

t'ne

Any legal control of the prob-

lem of radio interference must neces.3arily rest upon some
basis of accurately determinable measure of the interfering radiation.

Likewise specifications of the interference

characteristics

of new equipment used in the electrical

2

industry should be based upon measurements that can be

reproduced as well as accurately made.
there

is

Obviously, then,

need for accurate and reliaDle methods of ¡asur-

ing and expressing the magnitude and extent o± radio interfererice radiations.
Liany

a

methods of measuring interference have served as

foundation for a great deal of very desirable progress

along lines of control and mitigation of radio interference.

In general these methods

all give an efíective

value of field strength for the interfering radiation being

measured.

The effective value is usually determined by

comparison of tne interfering radiation to a known or

measured signal.
the

A wide variety of methods of comparing

aiown and unknown signals bave been used.

These con-

ditions bave served as a basis for comparisons of apparatus

and equipment capable of producing interferences which have

resulted in oetter designs in an effort to eliminate as
many sources

0±'

interference as possible.

ut different laboratories

and.

investigations used.

different methods and conditins of measurements so that
in spite of the considerable progress made sorne confusion

has resulted from the lack of reproducibility and corre-

lation of results.

Different laboratories get different

results under seemingly similar conditions.

.

great many

tnvestigators have reported very poor correlation between

3

measured

values of interfering radiations

level of Interference in a receiving set.

and.

the apparent

This last con-

fusing condition has oeen particularly prevalent in studies
oÍ interference from high-voltage transmission lines and

from

ai-ky

spark discharge source of interference.

been especially emphasized

by

This bas

the investigation at the

Oregon State College Engineering Experiment Station.
These conditions indicate the need of more adequate

measurements

axid

of measurement.

the need of accurate and reliable methods
It

would be desirable to have these

measurements such that they could be expressed in absolute
terne and be reproducible in widely separated localities
and.

under various conditions.

'urthermnore these measure-

ments should present an accurate picture of the actual

interfering radiation and give a basis fr3m which the
interfering effect could be reliaoly predicted.

4

THE PROBLEM OF RADIO INTERFERENCE MEASUREI2N T5

II.

Prevalent Iet'nods of Measurement of Ra&io Interference.

With the advent of the need for radio interference
measurements it was natural that existing devices and
methods for
used..

asaring

radio-frequencj radiations would be

For qualitative and comparative measurements re-

ceiving sets equipped. with output instruments indicating
the output of the set corresponding to the signal rrasured

were used.

Measurements made bj this method are not re-

producible because of uncontrolled variations in the
operation of the radio receiver.
the tyoe

oÍ'

To avoid these variations

instrument commonly used for measuring radio

raodcast signal strengths was adopted for studying radio
interference field strengths.

The field strength set gives

indications of the signal strength level in terms of absolute units, usually expressed in effective microvolts
per meter.
For oroadeast field strengths the rms or effective
value of signal strength is entirely satisfactory since the
carrier of the broadcasted signal is usually a continuous

wave of practically sinusoidal form.

For this reason

measurements of radio field strengths

in different local-

Tras

ities and from different statijns provide very reliable and

accurate means of determinig and comparing field intensi-

5

ties.

for the study of radio interference it soon
appeared that this type of measurement gave a very poor
means of comparing interference from one source to that
from another or to broadcast signals.
In general broadcast radiations are measured with
field strength measurtng sets by comparing directly or
indirectly the unmown signal to a mown voltage of the
same frequency. One method is to introduce a measured
voltage into the antenna circuit which gives exactly the
same output f-rom the receiver as the unimown signal. The
measured voltage is then a measure o± the uniown signal.
A modification of this is to attenuate the amplification
of a known constant voltage until the output of the rxasuring set is the same for both the unaiowa signal and attenuated own voltage. Knowing the attenuation, the
signal voltage cari be computed. For continuous wave signal
easurements the known voltage used as a basis of comparison must have the same frequency as the unknown signal.
For radio interference measurements these methods do
not serve so well. Since interfering radiations are normally made up of many frequencies it is hardly sufficient to
use a single frequency for the known voltage to which the
interfering radiation is compared. To overcome this difficulty a mechanical or electron tube multivibrator is
soraetimes used to supply a multifrequency voltage to
But

simulate the frequeno

characteristics of the interfering

radiations to be measured.

This method provides a voltage

for comparison which can be made to match an interfering

radiation somewhat better than a single frequency, but any
particular multivibrator outut can match only one type of
interference.

Therefore this type of instrument does not

completely solve the problem o± radio interference measurement.
The nature of radio interference in

gieral

is

such

that the rms or effective value of the interfering radia-

tion does not give a good conception of the actual rnagnitude or character of the interference.

Ordinarily the

electromagnetic radiations, particularly those from highvoltage transmission lines,

causing radio interference

result from some sort of a spark or corona discharge.

Such a discharge will occur wherever the voltage stress is
too great for the insulating medium to withstand.

overstresed insulation is usually

a

The

thin layer of air

around conductors, on insulators, or between

pieces of

insulated hardware in the dielectric field.

These dis-

charges aoruptly change the stored energy in the circuit
and set up electrical oscillations Wnieh cover a very wide

range of frequencies.

The radio-frequency oscillations

produce electromagnetic radiation which interferes with
radio signals.

These discriarges may ordinarily occur on

any part of the a-c voltage wave except when the voltage

UN-MODULATED CONTINUOUS CARRIER WAVE

o

STRE NGTH

Li..

J1i

DAMPED CORONA OSCILLATIONS ON A SINGLE PHASE LINE

['J

FIELD

STRENGTH

DAMPED CORONA OSCILLATIONS ON A THREE PHASE LINE

-

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE VERY LOW
AVERAGE FIELD STRENGTH PRODUCED BY CORONA
DISCHARGES WHEN COMPARED WITH CONTINUOUS
WAVES HAVING THE SAME MAXIMUM VALUE.

FIG.

I
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is decreasing after the crest 0±' the wave. The oscillations set up by these discharges will then be discontinuous and mazy be represented by Figure 1.
s indicated in
this diagram corona discharge may set up a radio-frequency
field having a very low effective strength compared with
the actual amplitude of the radiated waves. It is obvious
that the effeotive value of an interfering radiation from
corona discharges ny give a very misleading indication of
the amplitude of the interfering wave. Ihe effective
value may be very low while the crest value may be the
same as that of a continuous wave having a mu.oh higher
effective value. The relation of the effective to the
crest value is furtrier dependent upon the number of phases
and upon the length of time through which the corona discharges and resulting oscillations occur during each half
cycle. As illustrated in Figure 1 a three phase circuit
might produce a radiated field, due to corona discharge,
having three tines as great an effective value as that from
a single phase Une operating with similar voltage. But
the crest value would be the same in each case.
Multivibrator circuits are comrnoly adjusted to give
120 damped oscillations per second for standard signals in
sets used for nasuring interference fieU. strength. It
j Immediately apparent that this adjustment could fit
only one of several conditions that might exist. aside
frm the fact that the component frequencies of the multi-

b

vibrator circuit may not match the component frequencies
of the interfering radiation, serious error will result

from using the multivibrator standard signal for interference measurements when the period of the standard signal
is different

from that of the interference.

Actual measurements of interference field strengths
indicate that the intermittent character of the radiation
froua a-c

circuits has an important Dearing on the corre-

lation between the measured rms field strength and the

resultant audible output from a radio receiver.

iJeasure-

mente of radio interference from various seotins all
indicate that a radiation causing interference and resulting in an output level from a receiver comparable to that

from a given broadcast signal may have an effective field
strength as low as one-tenth of that of the broadcast
signal.

This paradoxical condition is prooably due to the

nature of interference from corona discharges as explained
by Figure

1.

Crest Measurement of Radio Interference.

From .&igure

1

it

is

apparent that an expression of

the crest value and the ris value of an interfering wave

would give a much better representatLon of the interfering
radiation than would the rms value alone.

Such measure-

ments would show the nature of the measured radiation in

terms

nature

o±

absolute units,

o± a

would not depend. upcn the

standard. comparison sigìaal such as the multi-

frequency wave.

crest

and.

In the case of crest measurements the

effective values of any radiat ton and. the ratio
of the two offer a very simple means f describing accurately, in absolute terms, the nature of the radiation.
Vith the other methods of nasuring interference radiations
there is only an expression of the effective gnitude of
the radiation, the accuracy of which is large1 dependent
upon the similarity of the standard and. unmown signals.
Crest and effective valus of field intensity offer
a ver

and

simple and convenient means of comparing the inter-

ference characteristics of different apparatus. or similar equipment these measurements offer a convenient means
of predicting the relative
gnitudes of interference, and
provide a concrete basis for ooserving the effects of
chnges in design.
Crest measurements of interference probably offer the
best explanation of the wide discrepancies oetween the

effective field strengths of oroadcast signals and interference radiations which give approximately the same
physical effect through a radio receiver.
With these conceptions in mind the experimental work,

described later in this paper,

undertaen endeavoring
to determine the relation of crest values to the effective
values and apparent effects o± various interfering radiawas

lo

tions.

This investigation is a part

0±'

the general

investigation of radio interference from high-voltage
transmission lines being made

b

the Oregon State College

Engineering Experiment Station under the direction
Professor B. O. MoMillan.

0±'
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III.

SUREMENT AND AURAL PERCEPTIOL

CREST

RADIO INTERPERENCE

Q

Interference Input
V/hen an

id.

Output of a Radio Receiver.

interference signal resulting from corona

detected

on a conductor is

and.

amplified by a radio re-

ceiver the audio frequenc.y outpat of the receiver appears
as shown in Figure 2.

This group of Duddel oscillograms

show the output of a radio receiver when the input to the
set is the radiation from corona current

on a polished

No. 00 copper cable spaced 36 inches from the neutral

plane or equivalent to a six foot conductor to conductor
spacing.

From these oscillorams it is seen that corona

current interference prodnoes a series of discontinuous

wave trains which are similar in form but no two of which
are identical.

This agrees with the description of corona

current electromagnetic radiations given in a previous

section.

Interference resulting

±'rom any

will ordinarily have this same form.

corona dIsch.rge

Experimental observa-

tions bave shown that corona on insulators causes inter-

ference of a similar nature.

From .?igure

2

it

is eviient that the rms value of the

receiver output is very low compared to the crest values
o± the oscillations.

This also agrees with the theory of

corona current interference radiations given earlier in
this tnesis.

The input signal to th

receiver to result in
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an output as shown must be similar in nature.

The discon-

tinuous character of the phenomenon must be the same in
both the input and output and the form of the oscillation
is probably very

similar in both cases.

It

is

evident then

that each wave train is a group of oscillations,

some of

which bave a very great amplitude, resulting in a series of
waves having a relative low rms va1te and a crest value
many times larger.
The radio frequency radiation from corona on cond.uctora is in general typical of interfering radiation result-

ing from spark

and.

corona discharges.

This is particularly

true for the discontinuous character and the relation of
the crest to the rms values of the radiation.

Audible Character of Interference.
The audible

output from the

receiver caused by inter-

ference is produced by the wave shown in Figure

2,

acting

in the headphones or loudspeaker.

The apparent characteristics

paradoxical.

of this output are

From the loudness produced and the masking

effect on broadcast signals the rms field strength of the

interfering signal appears to be many times as great as
actual measurements show to

be

the case.

This character-

istic o± interference from corona current sources,

such as

high-voltage transmission circuits, has been observed and

13

reported. bi investigators

iL

widely separated sections of

In the investigations of radio interfererce
from high-voltage transmission lines conducted b the
Oregon State College xperiment Station, it has been
the country.

an interfering
reported that the apparent field strength
signal may be nearly ten times as great as the actual rrns
field strength of the signal. This apparent field strength
corresponds to the field intensity of a broadcast BigLai
which produces the same apparent volume as the interference
0±'

signal.
The

apparent frequency of the interference output is

that of the occurence of the wave trains. The interference
shown in Figure 2 appears to the ear to be a complex sound
cycles per second.
The frequency of the actual oscillations is of the order of
50 times that and probably frequencies throughout the

having a fundamental frequency of

60

audible range above about 1000 cycles are present.
The masking or blanketing effect o± the interference
from corona is very great. The magnitude of this effect
is suggested by the aoparent noise level as d.escrioed
above. There are three major factors causing this high
masking effect on broadcast programs and the apparent1i
high field strength

of'

the interference.

are the relative masking effects

factors
different

These

ol' sounds o±

frequencies, the relative modulation of' radio broadcast
and radio interference radiations, and the high crests of

14

the radio interference field strengths compared with the
ruas

values.
The

first

of these factors applies to the ease where

the interfering signal and broadcast signal are superimposed upon each other in the receiver. It is an observed

fact that a sound of given frequency has a far greater
masking effect upon sounds 0±' higher frequencies than upon
those of lov;er frequencies. The reason for this is that
1over frequency sounds stimulate the nerves over a larger
portion of the sensitive part of the ear than do those of
higher periodicity. Thus a sound, having a frequency below
that o± another soimd, stimulates areas o± the sensory
portion of the ear which the higher frequency sound does
not stimulate and therefore the lower frequency produces a
sensation in the ear regardless o the intensity of the
higher frequency sound,
The

oÍ'

relative amount of modulation
the interference signal. In

second factor is the

the broadcast signal

ad

the case of the broadcast signal the modulation seldom
exceeds an average of

75

to

55

per cent, even though 100

prevail at intervals. 'or this
reason only 75 to 65 per cent of the received broadcast
signal is available for producing souaci. in the output of
the receiver. Due to the discontinuous nature of the
interference signal 100 per cent o± that signal is availper cent modulation

may
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able to produce aud.iole output ir the receiver. Thus it
eaì be said that the irterference signal is modulated
loo per cent in comparison with 75 to
5 per coLt for the
braodcast signal.

factors discussed. cainot account for all of
the discrepanci between the observed rr Zield strength
of an incerference signal and tne apparet field strerth.
While both factors affect t1e blaneting effect of a given
interference signal when it is mixed with a broadcast
signal in the receiver, onlv the relative znodulatioï of
the two signals applies to the cse of the apparent signal
levels when the signals are listened to eeparatel'. i'his
di.ference of modultior would account for a ratio of the
apparent rias interference signai strength to the actual
rias signal strength of not iaore than 1.2 to 1.4.
It is evident then that the apparent1 high interference Signal strength is the result of soî other factor
consideraoly greater import.xioe than the two which have
oeeri discussed. The third factor is the re1utivei large
crest valus of the interference signal en compared to
the r:s value. If this crest value is of the order of 10
tine the rias value it ma be considered. to be the :najor
The two

cause of

he dJ.screpanc

etween observed and apparent

signal levels of interfeence from such sources as corona
and spark discharges.
n examination of Figure 2 indicates
that tne crest value of the output ci a receiver corre-
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sponding to the radjation from conductor corona

easi1y

be

5

to

10

rnay

times the rms value.

Aural Sensation.
This observation then suggests the

definite relation

possibility of

crest value of a
sound wave and. the loudness which the ear would assign
to the sound. If it could be shown that the ear assigns
loudness to sounds in relation to the crest value of the
some

between the

stimulus such an explanation of the incongruous ratio of
the apparent and actual rms field strengths of interfering

radiations

would be

This point

is not without

o±

established.
view regarding the loudness of sounds

logical basis. A consideration of
the mechanism of hearing suggests that if a theory o±
pressure stimulus is accepted rather than a hypothesis of
vibration stimulus as the basis of transforming sound waves
into nervous imu1ses the logical basis on which to correlate loudness and physical value w3uld be the crest value
of the sound. wave pressure.
A pressure conception o± hearing is not new.
rie±'ly
the mechanism of hearing is rather simple in construction.
The ear is connected through a linkage system of the
hammer, anvil, and stirrup bones to a plunger or iston.
This piston (the end of the stirrup bone) acts through a
diahragm into the end of the first of two iaralle1
some
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filled with

liquid. These two passages are
separated by a partition consisting of a boni structure
and a flexible nembrane c11ed. the basilar membrane. The
two passages are connected at the end. opposite the stirrup
bone by a very small passage. The second. passage is seed
at the end. adjacent to the stirrup bone by a thin flexible
passages

a

aural nerves are terminated in the junction
bet.veen the bony part and. the flexible membrane of the
membrane.

partition

The

between the two passages.

are covered.

thin loose

The

nerve terminals

process oi' receivftg and. sensing a sound begins by the ear drain trrìsritting the impressed. pressure wave to the liquid in the first
passage by means of the bone links of the mid.dle ear. The
system of links is such t}mt the pressure is increased.
by a

membrane.

The

times with a consequent reduction of movement. The
pressure wave in t'ne liuià is then transmitted to the
many

second passage by movement of the liquid through the small

connecting passage or by deflection of the basilar merabmne
of the partition. The parallel passages are encased in
bone so that any pressure in one passage can be relieved.
only by increase o± pressure in the other or by expansion
of the sealing nmbrane at the end. of the second passage.
The

nerve terminals in the basilar membrane between the

passages will

be

stimulated as

a

result of the

the partition membrane or the pressure

on

it.

movement
The

nerve

of
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impulses sent to the brain are then a function of the
action of the ressure On the partition cetween the two

passages.

vari in mniìòer rather tki in
interi8it aS the stimulus increases. Furthermore the nerve
uly a certain fixed maximum nunoer of impulses
C&i carry
he nerve impulses

per secoid--erhap8 of the orä.er of 300 per second.

2he

brain then sellses a vari.tioxi of sound iritensit b a
variation of the number of nervous impulses rather thax a
variation of impu1e ixtensit. ihis revievi of the mechanism of hearing is based upon a discussion of the ear and
hearing in the Book "Speech and. Hearing" o F1etcher'.
If then the sensation of hearing is a function Of the
pressure or pressure pattern upon the nerve terminals in
the basi1r membrane it pears logical that the number of
nerve impulses sent to the brain should be re1ted to the
mure and- hence
maximum or crest pressure on the basilar
direct1y related to the crest vLue o1 the timulatirig
sound wave. Üí course an relationship uetween the crest
value of pressure ed aural sensation will be complicated
bv the non-linear actin Of the linkage between the ear
drum and. the first passage. Iny other psychological
phsio1ogical factors will enter into any relation oetween
function of the
an aural sensation such as loudness nd
stimulus.
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it

if

pressure is to oe the
stimulus for aural sensation then the degree of loudness
must be related to the crest value of the stimulus rather
than any other measure of the stimulatLng sound wave.
So far as the writer is aware there have been no
attempts to correlate loudness with crest measurements of
sounds. Several attempts have been. made to derive equations to express the relation of loudness to physical
characteristics of various sound waves. In the field of
pure tones the relation of loudness to the ruas value of
However

appears that

intensity has been quite thoroughly worked out and
very generally accepted. But in the field of complex
sounds the relationship of loudness and sound intensity has
not been so easily derived. There have been several attempts to establish such a relation. In each case the
equation derived would fit a specific set 0±' data and
perhaps other existing data, but the formula would have
to be abandoned as soon as more data of a different
character were obtatried.. So far as is knovm the rììs
measurement of sound intensity has oeen used as a basis of
the relationship in each case.
It would be both valuable and interesting to study
the relationship of the crest value of sound. intensity and.
loudness. The above considerations of the characteristics
of radiD interference from corona currents and some crest
sound
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this paper seem to indicate
that crest iasurements oear some relation to the loudness

rneasurelnent$ to be discussed in

of a sound.
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IV.

DEVELOPMENT OF Â METHOD OF MASURIN

RADIO

FREQUENCY CREST FIELD STRENGTHS

The

]eneral Problem of Measuring Crest Field Strengths.

investigation it -was proposed to measure the
crest field strengths of radio frequency radiations of
the same order of magnitude as that of radio broadcast
stations. The sensitiviti of radio receivers does not
usually ìace radio broadcast field strengths below 2) or
25 microvolts per rxter of vers great importance. It is
For this

recognized thut on account of atmospheric conditions and
other factors related to radio broadcast reception that
continuous good reception should not be expected from
sigxial strengths lower than about 530 microvolts per meter.
In investigations of interference from high-voltage trans-

mission circuits it has been found that field strengths of
the order of 10 to 40 microvolts per meter are prevalent

that furthermore interference field strengths o± this
order offer a very serious interference to radio reception.
It appeared necessary then to provide means of measuring the crest values of effective field str3ngths as low as
10 miorovolts per meter. For the condition then the measuring circuit is closely coupled to the iiiterfering circuit
it seemed desirable to be able to measure interference
crest field strengths at least as high as several thousand
and

microvolts per meter.
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circuit havir sorne rueans of varying
the ieasuring mnge ws required. in order to accurately
measure sucr a wide razie o± tieló. strengths. Since te
convexitiorial type of field strexth measuring set provided.
ample facility for measuring rms vclues of fielci strength
over ever.
wider range than this, it seemed. logical to
attempt to adapt some form of crest voltmeter for use with
such a field strength measurirg set. This seemed. the most
logical line of attacc and wor was begun to develop a
feasible instrument to use in conjuction with the fiela
Obvjous1

thei. a

strength set at hand, which had. oeen used. in the previous
pìmses of the investigation of radio interference from
high-volt a,e tr&smissi on liLes.
This field strength nesurirg set is a jortable instruinent constructed. by The .thell elephone Laboratories
and is described. fully in a paper by Jensen4. Briefly
this set is a superheterodne receiver baying ari indicating
instrument in the second. detector tube plate circuit for
indicating the output o± the set. he amplification is
dustaole over a wide range by a variable gain control
and ò selecting iay part of three stages of intermediate
frequency amplification. The input to the set IS by means
of a loop antenna.
rovision is made for introducing a
known radio frequency voltage into the loop circuit from
a local oscillator. This is the means by which the ab-
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solute value of the field streagth is determined.
In operation

t'ne

process of measurement consiste of

adjusting the tuning and amplification of the set so that
a reasonable readiflg is

instrument.

obtained on the output indicating

Then the known local signal is adjusted so

that the frequency is exactly the same as that of the

unknown signal.

With the loop turned. so that the unimown

signal gives a minimum output from the set the local known

signal is introduced, into

t'ne

loop circuit and adjusted to

give the same reading on the output

2hen knowing the value

tamed, with the uniciown signal.
the local signal

instrument as was o-

nd the effective height

of

of the loop the

field strength for the unknown signal can be computed.
The measurements made by this method are all

rius

values since the e±'fective value of the local signal is

measured.

The output instrument will give the same

indication in two cases only when the rms voltage impressed
on the grid. of the detector tube is the same in both

instances, since this instrwnent
of instrument and averages the

is a permanent magnet type

detector tube plate current

which in turn is a square law function of the voltage
applied

to

the grid of the tube.

If a device could be introduced in series with the

output instrument which would indicate crest values instead
of average values the locally produced known signal could
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be ad.ju.sted so

tÌat its crest

value would give the same

indication as the uniaown signal. Then if the crest factor
or crest value of the local signal were mown the crest
iIivalue of the im.muwh siial could be calculated..
troducing a resistance of the order of 10,000 ohms into the
second. detector tixoe plate circuit a voltage of several
volts is available for the operation of a crest indicating
device. The nominal internal plate resistance of the
detector tuoe is lb,000 ohms so that adding n external
resistance of 10,000 ohms in series with this tube and the
primary o± the audio frequency transformer will cause no
disturbance in the normal operation of the field strength
measuring set. It was experimentally determined that there
is no perceptible distortion of speech or music on a
broadcast program by the addition of O to 25,000 ohms
resistance in the second detector plate circuit. The
problem then resolves into one of devising an instrument
capable of indicating crest voltages o1 the order of O to
10 volts.
The operation of such a device should oe independert
of frequency up to 50,000 cycles uer second. This frequency range is desirable because the intermediate frequency of the superheterodyne circuit of the field strength
set used is 45,000 cycles per second. It would be desirable and convenient for the instrument to e direct reading
or at least the readings should require a minimum of
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computation to give the crest value.

Such a device to be

practical should be reasonably portable.
erieral Liethods of

Measuring Crest Voltages.

There are many well known methods of measuring crest

voltages some of which are in very general use.

The

cathode ray osciliograph may be used. to directly measure
crest voltages from a few volts up to about 2000 volts.

Other forms of oscillographs may also be used to indicate
crest voltages.

Various sorts of electronic devices offer

methods of makinR crest measurements.
control voltage ohaa-acteristic of

The critical grid-

as-filled grid-control

tubes offers one very good method of measuringthe crest

value of a voltage wave of the order of a few volts.

Several of the various characteristics of vacuum tubes may
also be used for this purpose.

The gas filled grid control

tube and the vacuum tube with their associated circuits

seemed

to

offer about the

the crest measurements

OflI.v

feasible rthod.s for making

of radio frequency field strength.

When the gas-filled grid-control tube is used for
crest measurements use is usually made of the critical

grid voltage characteristic for this type of electron tube.

For this type of tube, other conditions being constant,
there is for any given voltage applied to the plate

a.

critical grid potential at which the gas in the tube will
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ionize and permit conduction through the tube. If an
alternating voltage is aded to a d-c grid bias voltage
and. the latter adjusted so that with a given plate-voltage
the grid-control tube just starts to conduct the crest
value of the a-c voltage can be computed from the difference
of the applied d-c grid bias voltage id the critical grid.
potential. This critical grid potential can be determined
from a calibration of the tube. Such a tube will in general measure crest voltages of the order of 10 volts or less.
Several arrangements of vacuum tube circuits can be
used to nasure the crest value of voltage waves. arid

rectification, taKing advantage

of the

fact that

an

appreciable current flows in the grid element only above a
critical potertial, can be used to measure crest voltages.
The relation of the plate current to the grid voltage for
a vacuum tube can be made use of for crest measurements.
This latter nthod can be made direct reading by proper
circuit arrangements. However both this method and. that
utilizing grid rectification use condensers in the measuring circuit and therefore these arrangennts are not
strictly independent of frequency.
The general ùlate rectification method of measuring
crest voltages taking advantage of the grid-voltage plate
current characteristics is frequently called the null
method or

slide back method.

The

oPerati:n of this circuit

FIG.3. FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUIT FOR A VACUUM

TUBE CREST VOLTMETER

IP

EG'1

-________
TIME

LU

FIG.4. GENERAL GRID-VOLTAGE PLATE-CURRENT
CHARACTERISTIC FOR A VACUUM TUBE
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depends on adjusting the grid
is

Figures

just zero.

of operation.

3

'Dias

and 4 illustrate the principle

The circuit as shov

how the unknown voltage E

until the plate current

is

in Figure 3 illustrates

applied to the grid in

addition to the d-o grid bias voltage
be seen graohically the operation
3

when the grid bias voltage E

plate current
cycle of

I

E.

is

E.

In Figure 4 may

of the circuit in Figure
adjusted so that a small

flows at the crest of each positive half

When this small lump of plate current for

each cycle just conies to zero it is evident that the crest
value of

is

equal to EG_Eo.

E

is

determined with Ex

equal to zero or by operating the switch in figure 3 to

eliminate

E.

The accuracy o± this method of making crest measure-

mente depends quite largely upon the method of indicating
the starting

oÍ'

the plate current

With a sensitive

microammeter in the plate circuit of any vacuum tube

having good characteristics the critical crest point can
be determined with an accuracy comparable to that

o±'

most

portable voltmeters which might be used to measure EQ.
Using sensitive headphones permits very accurate determinatien of the critical point also.
If a good method of indicating the critical crest

point with a well evacuated vacuum tube having a sharp

plate current cutoff characteristic the reliability of the

results of crest iiasurements with the null vacuum tube

voltmeter circuit is very good.

Tests using a highly

evacuated tube in this type of circuit and using either
headphones or a microammeter
well.

ave resu its c-eckirg very

These tests were made with a 60 cvcle variable a-c

voltage.

Adaptation of the Null Vacuum Tube Crest Volt!neter.
Since the vacuum tube null crest voltmeter showed

somewhat oetter accuracy and reliability than the gridcontrol tuoe method of crest voltage measurement the null

metbod was selected in preference to the latter.

It

was

found from tests tbat the indication of the grid-control
type of tuoe was not entirely independent of the tem;er-

ature of the gas in the tube.
It was

some method

felt that
o

it

would

be

desirble to develop

audiole or visual indication of the critical

crest point to replace the tedious and inconvenient

described above.

'or a large

thod.s

series of measurements it

would be very inconvenient and tedious as well as slow

and.

laborious to use the headphones for determining the critical or null point.

On account of the small values of

current involved the deflection of an indicating microam-

meter in the plate circuit of a null crest voltmeter would
be

ver;;

small near the critical or null point.

Hence using
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FIG.5. COMPLETE CIRCUIT FOR CREST INDICATING INSTRUMENT FOR USE
WITH FIELD STRENGTH MEASURING SET FOR MEASURING CREST FIELD STRENGTHS

this method would require vers close attention to the
indicating instrument diring an adjustment.
A circuit utilizing a grid-control tube seemed to
offer good. possibilities for indicating the critical point
in the vacuum tube circuit to be used. as a crest voltmeter.
Figure 5 shows the complete circuit for the crest voltmeter, as developed, incorporating the null vacuum tube
crest voltmeter and. a grid-control tube indication together
to form the complete instrument. The principle of operati
of the indicator is apparent from this diagram. The voltage
drop across a resistor in the plate circuit oÍ' the null
vacuum tube

voltmeter stage is impressed

the grid. of
the grid-control tube in such a manner that if the grid.
bias on the grid-control tube is adjusted very near to the
critical ionization potential for that tube it will start
conducting when a small lump of current flows through the
vacuum tube at the crest of an a-o wave impressed upon the
grid of the vacuum tube. Since the current through a grid.control tube is independent o± the grid potential the plate
on

circuit constants can be adjusted so that the current in
that circuit cn be of such a value that an instrument or
other indicating device will give a distinct and. conspicuous

indication.
The inctioning of the instrument

rr.y be explained by

following through one comolete operation with the aid. of
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Figure 5.

current flows through R a voltage drop
the grid. bias of the crest voltE is superimposed. on E
meter tuoe. ìow assume that EG is adjusted so that at
the crest of each positive half c:cle of the a-c voltage
a small amount of current flows in the plate circuit of
tne crest voltrrter tuoe.
lso consid:r that E2 is ad.justed so that if a small positive voltage is added to it
the grid-control tube will ionize and oegin to conduct.
Then when the first positive half c'cle of a-c voltage is
impressed. on the input to tue crest voltnter a small
current will flow through R2 at the crest of E. The
voltage drop across R2 will have the polartt indicated
tn the diagram. Ti voltage
added. to
j such a
l
2
manner that the potential of the grid of the indicator tuoe
is decreased permitting the gas in this tube to ionize and
cause condaction through the tuoe. If the grid-control
tube were 1ot paralleled o,y the circuit H-C the
current through the tube wQuld. be limited by tne reistanoe
R3 aid the small voltage drop in the tube. This would
perìiit a relatively large current to flow and would caLL9e
When a

deflection on the milliammeter in series with
R3. The resistance R2 is 250,000 chins so that a voitmetor
tube plate current of l.P microampere would give E1 a value
of 0.25 volt. Thj voltage is greater than the range Of
variations in the critical grid-control p.otential for the
gas-filled grid-control tube under a wide variety of
a conspicuous
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conditions and there±'ore insures reliable operation at all
t

imes.
The use of a grid-control tu.be as the indicator for

the vacuum tube crest voltmeter adds considerable flexi-

bility to the instrument.

By using the first stage of

this arrangement essentially as an amplifier

of

y part

the grid-potential plate-current characteristic curve can
be utilized for operation.

By adjusting the grid bias

on the grid-control tube the indicator

cai-i

be set to oper-

ate at any desired value of current in the plate circuit
of the vacuum tuoe.

The circuit H-C in parallel with the grid-control

tube is fundamentally an invertcr circuit.

tively low resistance headphone

arid C

is a

H is a rela-

condenser of

0.06 mf capacitance.

As long as the indicator tube is in

a nonconducting state

the voltage across the condenser is

equal to the battery voltage.

But as soon as the tube

begins conducting the condenser is discharged rapidly

through the tube.

he rate o± this discharge is

only by the impedance

drop in the tube.

of'

the headphones

and.

limited

the low voltage

Hence the condenser continues to dis-

charge until the voltage across the condenser and tube is
too low to support ionization of the gas in the tube.

cndaction through the tuoe ceases and the condenser

hen
is

once again charged up to either the batteri voltage or

t'ne

critical static imizatioxa potential

of the tube, whichever

is lower.
2h1s

irverter circuit provides automatic resetti.ïg of

the grid-control tube indicator for the crest voltmeter

stage each time the tube is tripped b a voltage impulse
from the crest voltmeter tube. If it were not for this
arrgement the volt age would have to be maïuall' t ahen
off of the indicator tube each time it beoomes ionized
because the grid of such a tube loses all control of
conduction in the tube as son as ionization and conduction
once occur.

The

convenience of

this circuit arrangement

is at once obvious and crest voltage measurements are
greatly facilitated by this refineaent. The headphone H
in series with condenser C gives an audiole evidence of the
operation of the indicator tube in addition to the visible
indication of the milliameter in the plate circuit.
Using a General

Electric, high

vacuum, PJ 11

tipe,

three element, electron tube in the voltmeter 8tae,
measureents were nade of both a ôO cycle a-c voltage and
a series of damped wave trains. The crest values from
these tests ciieced very closely with oscillograpnic indicutiis of the actual crest values. The accuracy of the
measuremnts vïas well within the limits of the precision
of the oscillographic indications. This accuracy was
considerably better than that usually prevailing in the
measurement of quantities at high frequencies such as

FIG. 6.

CREST INDICATING INSThU?NT FOR USE WITH FELD STRENGTH
MEASURING SET FOR ?ASURING CREST FIELD STRENGTHS.

FIG. 7.

CREST INDICATING LNBTRULIENT SHOWIIG
ARRANGEMFNT OF APPARAUS AND SHIELDING
C OM.iART1:iEN

TS.

FIG. 8.

CREST INDICATING INSTRUVNTS SHOWING BATTERY
COMPARTNTS WITH COVER PLATES REMOVED.
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field strength measirernents.
Description of Crest Field Strength Instrument.

construction oÍ' the crest voltmeter ts illustrated bj ignres 5, 6, 7, and 8. Figure 5
is a diagram of the circuit used. Te shieldLg plan for
the circuit is shown in this same diagram. It will 'e
noted that the circuit is completely insulated from the
shieldiïg; the only connection from the circuit to tÌ.e
shielding is through the field strength measuring set
circuit which is grounded to the set shielding. The set
shielding in turn is connected to the voltmeter shieldLg
through a copper oraid. covering On the intercorixiecting
cable. The circuit is arranged in stages, each stage
occupying a separate compartment. These compartments are
copper boxes which serve as shields for the stages.
large copper box encases all of the compartients and serves
as an additional shield. AB shown in the circuit dLgrarn
the shielding compart.aents are connected together at only
one point. These are in turn connected to the outer
shielding case at only one point. Connection is made between this point and the field strength measuring set
shielding.
The arrangement

The

decade

ad

input resistance R1,is a specially constructed

resistarce variable in steps of

to 20,000 ohms.

The

1000 ohms from

O

resistance element of these resistors
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is

rnad.e

by weaving the resistance wire into a cl0th.

gives veri low di$tributecl capacitance

inductance.

The time

constt

varies between i x lO

secois

(Cii)

fr

anö.

This

practically no

for these resistances

1,000 ohms

and. 7

x lO

seconds for 20,000 ohms at 50,000 cycles per second..

Studies of the characteristics of these resistors with the
cathode ray oscillograph show tbat the distributed capacitance effect is very small up to at least 50,000 cycles per
s e

cand.

A

eneral

lectrtc PJ U, three element vacuum tube is

used for the crest voltmeter stage.

This tube is e8pecially

well evacuated in order to minimize the tube noises due to
ionization, these noises being practically eliminated..
This low tube noise characteristic makes th.s tube ideally

suited for use as a vacuum tube crest voltmeter.

To

further insure consistent operation of this tube its socket
is

suspended. on live rubber whtch effectively prevents

microphonic disturbances in the functioning of this tube.

Por the indicator stage a Vestern Electric 256-A,
gas-filled grid-control tuoe is used..

This tuoe was found.

to be very consistent in operation and is practically free

from effects of temperature variation.

The filament power

required by this tuoe was best suited for
instrument

id for

this

reasn

u.se

it is used. in

in this

preference

to

other grid-control tubes which function equally well as an

indicator.
O

The milliammeter

to 5 milliampere Westrn,

tri

the indicator stage is a

model 301,

limiting resistance R3 is selected.

so

instrument and the
that when the

iiidicator tube just starts to conduct the instrument

indicates about one-fourth of ful1 scale value.

Pigure

ô

instrument.

shows a front and top view of the complete
The input is at the left and the two large

knobs provide adjustment of the input resistance.
is the

voltmeter stage.

Lext

The instrament at the left in-

dicates the filament current which is adjusted by means
of the knob immediately in front of that instrument.

The

second instrument from the left indicates the value of
the grid. bias voltage E

which can be adjusted by the

corresponding knob.
The indicator stage is at the right

instrument.
right.

end.

of the

The indicating milliarnmeter is at the extreme

The perforations in the middle of the panel

in this

stage are above the headphone for giving an audible signal
of the functioning of the indicator tube.

The battery switches are at the extreme front edge
of the paiael.

Pigure

7

panel raised.

shows a front view of the instrument with
The construction and arrangement of the

three stages and vrious parts may be seen.

The input

resistance is at the left with the voltmeter stage next
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and.

the indicator

shielding boxes

on

the right.

may be

The

arrangement of the

seen from this picture.

compartments are moimted and. insulated

frm

These

each other

bakelite strips. The
compartments are connected together by short pieces of

and. from

the exterior shield

by

copper tubing through which connections are nade from one
stage to the next. These conduits fit in the notches

near the front of the ooxes.
The batteries are located in two compartnents below
the stage compartments. 2hese are shown with the covers
removed in Pigure 8. The battery leads are shown in
Figure 7 and these pass through connecting tubes into the
battery compartments below. The covers for the battery
compart:ents are removable so that the batteries may be
changed without removing the panel and other parts from
shown

the case.

instrument dimensions are approximately 10 X 13 X
23 inches and the weight with the batteries is 68 pounds.
The
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LABORATORY PROCEDURE

V.

General Arrangements.
In previous investigations of radio interference,

which this investigation supplements, transmission line
conditions were simulated with apparatus set up in the
electrical engineering laboratory at Oregon State College.
These laboratory arrangements were used because they made
it possible

to

segregate the various factors involved in

the production of radio interference from high-voltage

transmission lines.

The studies were particularly centered

around tnterference from corona on insulators and conductora because these component parts are the principle

sources of interference originating on tran8missiOn lines.

Since consideraole data had been accumulated in these

earlier investigations it was desirable to conduct the
present tests on such a basis that the data cou.ld be
directly correlated and compared with that from the earlier

work.

Therefore it was decided to carry on this investi-

gation in the same manner in which the other investigations
had.

been made.

It was

planned to utilize the same labora-

tory equipment and follow the same general plan of the

earlier programs.

In general this called for separate

measurement of the crest interference field strengths from
various designs of pin-type insulators and from several
sizes of conductors for spacings of 24 and 36 inches to the

neutral plane.

The

f ollowi:'ig paragraphs describe the

equipment used and the general arrangement of the apparatus

for the two series of measurements. Also the general
laboratory procedure in ntking these tests is outlined.
Laboratory Equipment.
Power supply

for these tests

was

obtained from a

volt alternator operatfrig with an interconnectThis arrangeed. star arrangement of t he arature windings .
ment was found to give the best wave form over the range of
voltages required for these investigatis. Variation of
the voltage from the alternator was effected by rheostatic
control of the exciting current for the machine. This
excitation was supplied from the laboratory storage battery.
This eliminated the necessity of operating a direct carrent
machine with the consequent commutator interference. By
using a filter adjacent to the alternator field circuit
slip rings and. oy carefully polishing the slip rings and
cleaning and. sanding the brushes radio interference from
this source was effectively eliminated. The alternator was
driven by an induction motor operated from the laboratory
a-c power supply. This arrangement gave a very reliable,
flexible, and constant source of voltage free from radio
interference throughout the range required for the tests.
The output of the alternator was transforrd. to high15 kva, 220
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voltage

and.

applied. to the

test circnits

by means o± a

Electric, type K, form EV, 110/220 -11O,OO volt,
lo kva, testing transformer reconstructed to eliminate
raö.io interference. à voltmeter coil made as an integral
nart of the transformer provided. an accurate method of
measuring the voltage supplied to the test circuit. The
nominal ratio of this coil was 1000. Sphere-gap measureenera1

ments of the high voltage output of the transformer showed

that this ratio was sufficiently accurate for all purposes
of this iiivestigation. Hence the voltmeter readings can be
interpreted directly as kilovolts output of the transformer.
From a previous investigation of conductor corona it
was known that the abrupt change of current in the highvoltage circuit due to corona resulted in considerable
distortion oÍ' the voltage wave form of the transformer
unless some method. of correction was applied. 'This was due
to the sudden rush of current each half cycle at the time
the corona started.. ThiS rapid rute of chenge of current
caused a large increase in the impedance drop in the highvoltage coil of the transformer and a consequent distortion
of the voltage wave for. In this same series of tests it
was found that the wave form could be considerably improved
by loading the transformer with a water tube resistor.
This method was again used in the oresent series of obser-

vations. Two sections of rubber hose approximately 18 feet
in length were connected in parallel across the high-voltage

FIG. 9.

LABORATORY ARRANGELENT FOR MAKING EFFECTIVE AND CREST
RADIO_FREQUENCY RADIATION FROM CONDUCTOR CORONA.

VEASUREVENTS OF
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winding of the transformer.

Viater from

the regular supply

resistance
calculated that this load

mains was then run through the hose giving a

traisformer. It was
was approximately 6.5 :i1owatts or approximately 85 per
cent of full transformer load at 110 cilovolts output.
By applying a load to the transformer n this manner
load, on the

the corona current to the

test circuit

was made a

relative-

ly small part of the total current in the high-voltage
the change in voltage drop in t'ne highvoltage, coil due to corona current was made a small part
of the total impedance drop. Therefore the abrupt change
of current due to corona coald cause no large sudden change
in the impedance drop and consequent distortion of the
voltage wave.
In Figure 9 is shown the arrangement oÍ' the equipment
for making the investigation of the crest value of radio
interference from conductor corona. In the foreground is
ehown the alternator field rheostat for controlling the
transforier primary voltage. To the right and. back of this
rheostat table is shoa the testing transformer connected
to the c3nductor by means of the rigid pipe conductor. The
test conductor was suspended on treated. maple insulators
one of
ich is shown behind and. above the transformer.
winding.

Thus

ring-shaped shields prevent the formation of corona
where the conductors were fastened to the insulators, by
shielding the irregular surfaces o± clamps, nuts, bolts,
The
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and.

other hardware.
The neutral plane for the dielectric field from the

test conductor was provided by the shields or plates

shown.

These plates were connected to the grounded

terminal of the high-voltage winding of the transformer.
he total width of the neutral plane was 57

inches.

The

total length was 238 inches which was approximately 36
inches shorter than the total length oi the test conduc-

krovision was made for var5ing the spacing of the

tors.

conductor up to 36 Lnches from the neutral plane.

The

dimensions of these olates were such that they very
closely simulated the condition of an infinite neutral
plane.

This was experimentally demonstrated. by the fact

that the ceiter section of the neutral plane intercepted

1.10 times as much flux as it would i± it were apart of
an infinite plane at the same spacing from the conductor.
This was for a conductor spacing of 24 inches to the

neutral plane.

When the conductor was spaced 36 inches

from neutral this factor was 1.12 instead of 1.10.

evidnce

of the simulation of an thfinite neutral

urther
plane was

the fact that corona started on the conductors at a voltage

very nearl; equal

to

that calculated on an assumption that

tne neutral plane was infinite.

These facts were experi-

mentally determined for a previous investigation.
The arrangement

of the field

strength measuring set
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and crest voltmeter is also shown in Figure 9.

The loop

was hune behind the field strength set S3 that the plane
of the loop was vertical
a distance of 4.5 feet

ed constant for
of

te

all

and.

from it.

This spacing was maiitain-

the tests on the conductors.

loop was approximately

o3nductor.

parallel to the conthictor at

2

The center

feet below the level of the

This arrangeitierit of the loop gave the maximum

safe coupling with the circuit producing interference and
was similar to the arrangement used oreviousli for

Duddel osoillograms of the
The

instruments used.

tahig

interference from corona current.
for measuring the rms transformer

voltage are shown on the rheostat table.

These instruments

ixdicate the transformer voltmeter coil voltage which was

numerically equal to the potential of high-voltage winding
in kilovolts.

For the measurement of the crest

field strength of

insulator corona interference the arrangement of the
apparatus was similar to that descrioed for the tests with
conducto-rs.
The transformer and rheostat for voltage
control were tne same.

However the insulator circuit was somewhat different.
The high-voltage terminal of the transformer was connected
to

a

corona free conductor suspendedbetween treated maple

insulators as shown for the conthctor tests.

This conduc-

tor was a standard 1/2 inch pipe polished to a finished
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outside diameter of 0.635 inch. This conductor and. its
supports iiere corona free throughout the razge of voltage
used. in the insulator tests. The insulator was mounted.
on a standard 12 inch pin. This pin was supported on a
bracket in the same manner in which it would be mounted

insulator was then tied to the cond.uctor with a conventional tie using i'0. ô tie wire. The
insulator pin was grounded. to a horizontal metal ground
plate approximately ô3 inches below the conductor.
The field strength measuring set and crest voltmeter
on a

cross arm.

The

were arranged as shown in

tests

Fiure

9.

£s in the conductor

feet below the c-iductor
with the plane of the loop vertical and parallel to the
conductor and 4.3 feet from it. This spacing of the loop
conforxrìs to the arrangement used. in making some Duddel
oscillograms of the interference from insulator corona.
the loop was hung about

2

Test Procedure.
The

first series

o±

tests

was made with

several

designs of pin-type insulators having nominal rating from
65 to 70 kv. This group of insulators included two con-

ventional insulators, one glass and one procelain; two
conventional insulators with flux distributors on the

treated conventional insulators; two specially
designed insulators; and one post type porcelain insulator.
heads;

two

.1:

G1A

.

B-9
FIG. 10,

H-1

T-19-A

T-2OA

rNSULATORS USED IN INVESTIGATION
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hese insulators are shown in .igure 10

and.

are fully

descriued. in Appendix I.

4S SOOn as the insulator was mounted. for a test

and.

before any observations were made the entire surface of
the insul&tor was wiped with a dry clean

cloth to make sure

that the insulator surface was free from dirt,

dust, and.

condensed. moisture.

The first observation was made of the voltage at

which radio interference from insulator corona just oegan.

Unless the initial corona occurred at some invisible point
visual corona

and.

interference always began simultaneously.

fter the starting voltage had been determined the

insulator voltage was gradually increased while the audible
interference from the insulator corona was ooserved.

This

observation was made up to the highest voltage used in the
tests.

îhis was done in order that any peculiarities of

the audible interference might be correlated with the

observed field. strengths or insulator design.

J3efore con-

tixiuing with the field strength measurements the insulator

voltage was reduced to zero and the insulator surface was
again wiped with a dry cloth.
ir

This procedure was necessary

order to prevent an increase of the

initial corona volt-

age due to accumulated. water vapor effectively shielding
the places where high voltage stresses

phenomenon had been observed. before and

occurred.
is

precipitation of water vapor by ionized. air

due
i

to

This

the

regiis of
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high voltage stresses.
The corona current interference field strength

measurements were begun at the first exact multiple o±
5

kilovolts insulator voltage at which the field strength

was high

enouh

usually from
voltage.

5

to

20 kilovolts above the

to

In two

get a reliable reading.

This was

initis3.

corona

cases it was 40 kilovolts above the

corona starting voltage.

ifter this initial reading,

measurements were made at each voltage which was a multiple
of 10 kilovolts up to 100 kilovolts.
the voltage was care±'ull

the desired value.

Thj

or each measurement

adjusted by increasing it up to
was necessarj so that the corona

characteristics would not be changed. at a given value of
insulator voltage oy an excess of water vapor being precipitated by raising the voltage above the desired point.
It was necessary to hold. the voltage

constant at each

point for a few minutes in order for the field strength

level to aecome constent.

This was also due to the pre-

cipitation of moistire by the ionized gas on the insulator.
s

soon as the process of moisture accumulation reached

a saturation level

the field strength would become eon-

st an t.

Since it was necessary to provide the lo3p with

longer leads the calibration curves for the ioop
oscillator tuning condensers were changed.

aìaä.

Therefore the
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set was

tuned to 1000 kilocycles by adjusting the local

signal oscillator frequency to this value by means of a

calibration curve; the set tuning circuits were then

adjusted

that a maximum output was tndicated for a

so

local signal input of constant value.
of the condensers

for the loop

and.

circuits was nEintained throughout

This adjustment

heterodyne oscillator
al].

of the tests.

The gain of the field strength receiver was held.

constant at the maximum value throughout each test.

It

was necessari to use maximum gain because the first values
of fielt

strength were always very low and extremely

difficult

to

measure accurately even with maximum set gain.

It was found. that more consistent measurements

;vere

ed by maintaining the gain constant throughout

each test.

obtain-

Even with the most intense interference fields produced.
by insulator corona the output instrument seldom read as

much as half scale with maximum gain being utilized.
or each reading the crest

voltmeter was adjusted by

varying the input resistance

arid

bias voltage so that

indication was obtained.

indication

and.

a crest

the voltmeter tube grid

This

the output reading for the field strength

set were noted then and the insulator voltage was removed.

A known voltage from the local signal oscillator was
then introduced in the loop circuit and the frequency adjusted until the maximum output was obtained through the
set with a given input attenuator setting.

The local
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signal input was then first adjusted by means of an
attenuator until the output instrument in the field
strength set indicated the same as it did for the interference sigal. Prom the setting of the local signal
attenuator and. a reading of the attenuator current the rms
value of the interference field strength was computed.
Then the local signal was further increased intil the
crest voltmeter ind.icatec]. the same value as it did for
the interference sia1 input. Prom this value of the
local signal input and attenuator setting the crest value
of the interference field strength was calculated.
In order to compute the crest field strength from the
input to the receiver b the local signal oscillator it
was necessary to now the crest factor for the output of
the oscillator. special precautions were takten to obtain
a g)od. wave form for the local signal. Comparison with
another radio frequency oscillator showed that the crest
factor of the local signal was between 1.2 aid 1.4. Ti:e
calculations of the crest iLterference field strengths were
based on a mean value of 1.3 for the crest factor of the

signal.
In the series of tests on conductors the field
strength of interference from corona on six different
conductors was measured for two sacings for each conductor. The conductors varied in size from a bare ìo. 13

known
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copper wire to a

Io.

cable.

spacings
used. were 24 and. 36 inches from c3nd.uctor to the neutral
plane which corresoond to spacings of four and. six feet
0000 aluminum

T'ne

between conductors in an actual transmission

pendix II is a tabulation of the

phisic.

line.

p-

dimensions, type

and condition of the conductors used in the

investigation.

.fter the conductor being tested was mounted in place
as descrioed. in the preceding sectim it was carefully and
thoroughly polished. In a previous investigation these
same

oonductors, except the two weathered. ones, had been

smoothed and thoroughly polished..

The

conductors had been

handled carefully and they were in vers good condition from

the other tests.

it

Therefore

n

the present series of tests
necessary to carefi.1li polish

that it was onl.he
the conductor in orthr to obtain consistent results.
polishing process was started by vigorouslv rubbing the
conductor with a cotton cloth saturated with a metal
poltshing preparation. Subsequently the polishing material
was thoroughly cleaned off the conductor with clean cotton
clOthS and tissue paper. Pirall' a chamois skin was used
to complete the polishing operation and reriove the lint
left by the tissue paper. This careful o1ishing was required. to give consistent results. These polished conductors represent an ideal condition and. in order to show
the relation between corona from such ideal conditions and
was found.

actual conditions two weathered conductors were also used
in these tests.

After the conductor was carefully polished the
critical visual coroia voltage was dotermined.
found to

chec

veri-

-hi

was

closely with caloulated values and with

values determined in a previous series

3f

tests.

The volt-

age at which interference became audible in the field

strength set was also observed..

These two voltages were

identical.
The procedure in observing the audible characteristics

of conductor corona current interference

sulators.

rasuring

of the interference from
identical to that followed for in-

rms and. crest field strengths

conductor corona was

and

the

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT

VI.

RESULTS

enera1 Characteristics.
It was at

first observed that two distinct levels of

crest values coule be rneasure
tions from corona.

for the

interfereiice radia-

Wri1e there were, of course, occasional

extreme crest values which would be indicated b

voltmeter these were
vals of about

--

the crest

irregular and occurred at inter-

versi

second or more.

These e:treme crest

values were to be expected. from the somewhat erratic nature
of corona current and they are of no particular signifio sii ce.

distinct but somewi-at erratic level of intermittent
crest values was observed in which the crests appeared. to

occur at intervals o± about one-tenth second.

In other

words the frequency o± occurrence of these crests appeared
to be from

5

to

10 per second.

This estimate of the

frecuency was based entirely upon the judgment o± the
observer.

These crest values were designated as inter-

mittent crest fieli strengths.
Then a somewhat lower level of crests was observable.
This level was very distinct and regular and a crest

apDearedto occur for practically every cycle of the
conductor voltage, or
second.

at

a frequency of 60 cycles per

These crest values were designated as regular
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crest field strengths.

Although there were some inter-

mediate crest values indicated between the intermittent and

regular crest levels they were nevertheless distinct

and.

easily discernible.
The relative levels

nd intermittent

of the regular

values of the crest field strengths

for

an insulator

a conductor are shown in Figures li and 12.

noted that both curves show the

sanie

It

and.

will be

trend but that the

points for the intermittent level are somewhat more

erratic than tbose for the curve of regular crest values.
In making the measurements of crest field strengths it

was observed that the level of intermittent crests tended.
to fluctuate corisiderabl3.

erratic readings
the regular

and.

This of course would give

points on the curve.

.'or

this reason

crest value was selected as the level to use

for this series of measurements.
The audible character of the

interference from corona

current was in many respects similar for both the insulatora and the conductors.

Of particular interest was the

apparent level of the interference.
grad.ua11' raised above the

If the voltage were

initial corona voltage the

noise output of the set increased vers rapidly and the set
quickly reached an overloaded. condition.

This was in

spite of the fact that the output instrument indicated a
very small

rrns

output from the second detector tube.

At
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no tins during the tests did this instrument

above about one baif full scale value.

indicate

With this value of

current output from the second detector tube the noise from
the headphones was unbearable and. could be distinct1' heard

several feet from them.

To give such a volume in the re-

ceivers for a broadcast signal the output instrument would
oe

off scale with the same set adjustments used for the

interference measurements.

Ul

of the field intensity measurements

investigation were characterized by low

rrns

made in the

values of

field strength and much higher crest values.

For insula-

tors tbe crest value of interference field strength ranged

from

2 to

12.5 times the rms value.

values were from 4 to

ô

Most of the crest

times the rms values.

In the case

of the conductors these ratios ranged from 3 to nearl.y 13

with the prevalent values somewhat higher then those for
the insulators.

Insulator Corona Interference.
In general the interference from insulator corona

increases gradua1ly as the insulator voltage is increased
above the initial corona value.

This is evident in flgures

13 to 21 which show the effective and crest
of the radio frequenc

field strengths

radiation from insulator corona for

the various designs of pin-type insulators studied.

s

the
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insulator poteitial is further increased above the critical
initial corcna voltage the field strength increases more
rapidli

e

There is an indication of a saturation effect for
some of the insulators near the ucper limit of the voltage
range for these tests.

This seems to occur at a crest

field strength of from 1200 to 1600 microvolts per meter.
That this is a characteristic of the insulators rather than

of the instrument is shown by the fact that data from other

insulators exceed this range of values without showing any

saturation effect.
For the conventional glass
G-1 and B-6A, Figures 13
is

very low, 17 and

9

cv.

and.

and. 14,

porcelain insulators

the initial corona voltage

respectively.

The operating

voltages for tbese insulators are 38.1 and 40.4 kv.

The

effective field strength varies up to 370 microvolts per

meter for the porcelain insulator and 360 microvolts per
eter for the glass one at 90 kv.

These curves illustrate

the gradual initial increase of the field strength as the

voltae

is increased slightly above

the

interference

starting voltage.
Measurements were nade to observe the effectiveness
of various treatments of conventional insulators in

improving the interference charcteristics of pin-type
insulators.

The effective and crest field strength curve

for an insulator with a silver-bismuth coating on the head
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is shown iii .'igure 15. The insulator
before treatment in this maimer is similar ta B-6A the
eurves for which are shov in Figure 14. It is obvious
that the treatmert does cause considerable improvement
and in the pinhole

in the characteristics of such an insulator.
interference voltage is increased from about

The

initial

kilovolts. At 38.1 kilovolts insulator voltage the crest field
strength of the interference from the treated insulator
is 15.5 per cent of tbat for the untreated Lnsulator at the
same voltage. This is a great reduction of the interference from the insulator at the operating voltage but even
with the treatment the interference field strength is still
quite high. he field strength curves for both cases are
quite similar in character, the important change being that
the interference characteristics have been shifted to
9

to

23

higher values of voltage b treatment.
Two porcelain insulators, similar to B-6., which have
been treatei by two methods developed. to eliminate the
causes o± radio interference from insulator corona have
interference characteristics as shown in Figures 16 and
17.

It

has been shown

that corona

and the consequent

radio interference are caused by the disruption of thin
layers of air in series with other insulating materials in
the dielectric field. The much higher permittivity of the

insulator material and the relatively lower dielectric
strength of air combine to cause the ionization of the air.
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The most prevalent places for the formation of corona on

insulators are

Ln

the pinhole

conductor and tie wire.

and.

on the head. around the

There are two general schemes

proposed for changing these undesirable conditions on
insulators.

One method. is to provide a conducting coating

on the head,

tie wire,

that the dielectric flux

conductor and in the pinhole so

ìd
is

distributed more uniformly in

these regions and the over-stressed air films are elirninated.

or shunted by a conducting path.

The other proposal

provides for displacing the air from the over-stressed
spaces on the head and around the conductor and tie wire
by an insulating material sufficiently strong dielectric-

ally to Wi thstand. the voltage stresses involved.

Insulator T-19-A is

i

example of the latter method

o± treatment using an asphalt emulsion for the treating

material.

Insulator T-20-A is an example of the conduction

coating method of treatment.

is

a

The conducting material used.

sìecial1y prepared paint expressly

made

for

the pur-

pose o± treating insulators and other electrical equipment

causing radio interference in the same manner as insulators
do.

The coatings on both these insulators were in good.

condition

at

the time of the test.

feither insulator had

been exposed to the elements or contiì:ual voltage stress
since bei:ig treated.
It

can be seen that

even though the initial corona

voltage has not been raised above the operating voltage the

FIG. 18
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interference field. strength is ver; low up to insulatr
voltages considerablj above the operating value. This
characteristic agrees vers well with the observed noise
effect of the interference. Although interference could
be distinctl7 heard down to the critical corona voltage,
the loudness of the noise was very low up to a voltage
approximatel7 equal to that at which the curves begin to

increase very rapidly.
Prooably the best explanation of the characteristic
exhibited by these two insulators is that the initial
oorona forms in a small restricted space within the treating material. The space encloses a sríall amount of air
which is either completely sealed in or nearly so. Soon

after the critical disrupting volta.e is reached the maximum possible ionization is attained and no further ionization can take place because of the physical restrictions
of siace.
According to Figures l5 and. 17 the asphalt emulsion

treatment appears to be relatively more effective than the
conduction paint treatment.
The effective and crest field strengths for the interference from a post type porcelain insulator are shown in
'igure 18.

This insulator

is essentially

a

tall,

hollow,

corrugated, porcelain post giving a separation of 17 inches
between the conductor and nearest cducting material of
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the supìort.

Ihis construction gives a very low value of

capacitance for the insulator.

The important characteris-

tic of the fielJ. strength measurements for this unit is the

relatively low crest field strength at intermediate voltThis agrees with the

ages.

obseived low noise level at

these voltages which is followed by a veri high noise output from the receiver.
The interference characteristics of three specially
designed. insulators are shown graphically in Pigures 19,

20

and.

21.

Although the glass insulator

is

o± con-

ventional design its interference characteristics are
similar to those of the specia11,' designed insulators B-9
and H-1,

For that reason it

tor G-li is identical with

is

grouped with them.

-1 except

Insula-

for an iridescent,

high resistance coating on the head and in the pinhole.
This conducttng coating distributes the dielectric flux

and forms a conducting shunt around. the thin layers of air

which are normally over-stressed..

The other two insulators

arc recent designs developed for the purpose of eliminating

interference from insulator corona.

They are shown in

'igure 10 and are described in Appendix I.

Corona begins on insulator H-1 at about 18 kv. but
the interference field strength re:ilains quite low ap to

similar

ôO zv.

The nature of the corona in this range

to that

observed in the case of the treated insulators.

is
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Although it was invisible the corona seemed to taie place
around. one of the legs of the

metal cap which were set

into recesses in the top of the insulator with an alloy.

This is probably the result of imperfect filling of one
or more of these recesses during assembly.

from

'igure

It is evident

21 that if this first weak corona discharge

did not take place the interference

probably start at about 57.5 kv.

and.

corona would

If this were

the case

its characteristics would be very similar to those of the

other two

insulators included. in this group.

Conductor Corona Interference.
The effective and crest field. strengths of the radio

frequency radiation from

Figures 22 to 33.

cductor

corona are shown in

In one respect the

characteristics of

conductor corona interference are markedly different than
those of insulator corona; the field. strength of the

interference from ond.uctor corona iicroases veri abruptly
as the conductor voltage is

corona potential.

increased beyond the initial

This abrupt rise agrees with audible

effects in a receiviig set; the noise rapidly becomes very
loud after the interference starts.

s

in the case o± the

insulator corona interference the crest value of interference field strength for conductors is generally several
times as high as the effective value.
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In .Figares 22 axd 23 there is a severe change in the

curves at about 50

trend. of the

v.

conductor potential.

This dip in the curve is somewhat more pronounced for the
24 inch spacing,

although curves for both spacings for the

No. 10 copper wire show this characteristic.

This sa'e

effect prevails for all sizes of conductor at 24 inch

spacing although in no other case is it as pronounced as
for the No. 10 copper wire.

All of the data for these

curves were checked at the time of the tests and the trend
sho'vn bas

been verified.

The curves show tbat as the size of the conductor or
the spacing is increased the corona starting voltage

increases.

The values of critical disruptive voltage

observed in this

thvesttgation check very closely with

those obßerved in a previous study of the corona current

from these same conductors.

Also these values agree

closely with the crttca1 initial corona voltages cal-

culated for these conductors.
It was desirable

ing the relation

oÍ'

to

have some comparative data show-

the measurements of the field strength

of the interference from the corona on these polished.

conductors to the conditions actually prevailing in a

transmission line.

.B1or

this

puzose

two weathered con-

ductors of the same size as the two larger polished cables
were used for

sorne

measurements.

The interference char-

actertstics for these weathered cables are shown in Figures

30 to 33.

The increase of field strength imme.iate1y

following the critical disruptive voltage is much less
abrupt than for the polished
istic is

versi

cductors.

This character-

pronoinced for both spacings of the

weathered 0000 aluminum cable.

This agreed very closely

with the character of the aud.iole friterference from the
corona on this conductor.
This difference in the form of the curve for the

field strength of the interference from corona on weathered

conductors agrees with the observed character of the visual
corona on these cables.

The first corona discharges are

erratic and scattered along the conductor.

The corona

occurs, at first, at rough places on the conductor where

projections and rough surfaces cause concentration o±
dielectric flux

and.

conductor voltage
occurs gradually

is

thus start corona discharges.

s

the

increased. the points at which corona

increase in number until the corona

discharge is general all over the conductor.

This is in

contrast to the sudden burst of corona when a polished

conductor reaches the critical disruptive potential where
corona starts.

Field Intensity Crest Factors.
The ratio of the crest to the effective value o± any
nave quantity is the crest

factor.

This ratio provides

a convenient means of expressing the relative peaked form
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of the wave.

1.414.

is

For a simple sinusoidal wave the crest factor

This factor cannot be less than unity which is

the value for a rectangular wave.

In the measurements

shown in graphical form in Figures 13 to 33 the crest

factor of the interference radiation

at

any given circuit

voltage is the ratio of crest value to the effective value
of the field strength at that voltae.
If the crest factors are plotted for each insulator

and conductor it is found that some of the resulting
curves are similar in form.

If sorne common basis of

comparison is available these similar curves may be either

plotted together or averaged to form one curve.

Such a

common basis of representing the crest factors is provided
by the ratio of the circuit voltage to the initial corona

voltae.

Thus for

7

kilovolts conductor to neutral plane

voltage this ratio is 2.06 for the No. 10 copper wire
spaced 24 inches from the neutral plane (the initial corona
voltage is

4 kilovolts--see Figure 22)

and 1.00 for the

00 copper cacle spaced 24 inches from the neutral plane

(the initial corona voltage
26)

.

is

70 kilovolts--see Figure

If the circuit voltages in each case are reduced to

these ratios the crest factors rry be averaged and plotted
in a single curve for those conditions which are similar.

Such average curves are shown in Figures 34 to 38.
The average crest factors for interference from
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corona on the two conventional insulators are
Figure 34.
5.0.

in

The crest factor varies between about 3.5 and

In Figure 35 it is seen that the average crest factor

ranges from 4.4 to 9.6 for the iiisu1at3r

eliminate radio interference.
ratios in

designed. to

The range of voltage

'igure 35 is much smaller than

This i8 due to

54.

shoi

that for Figure

the fact that corona forms on the con-

ventional insulators at a very low voltage while for
G.-J_,

is

13-9,

and

much higher.

II-1

It

insulators the corona starting voltage
is

impossible to average the crest

factors for the treated insulators since the ooservations
do not fall in the same range of voltage ratios.

This was

due to the low initial corona voltage for insulator T-20-A.

Furthermore

there is such a wide discrepancy between the

crest factors that an average value is not justified.

For

the asohalt emulsion treated insulator the crest factors

are very low, resulting from a relatively low crest field

strength of the corona current radiations for this insulator.

These average crest factor curves show that in general
the crest factor for radio frequency radiations

from

coroia on insulators starts at a relatively low value and
increases with increasing voltage up to a maximum, after

which it tends to decrease.

This characteristic follows

from the gradually increasing character of insulator corona
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interference as illustrated in Figures 13 to 21.
The average crest factors for the radio frequency

radiation from corona on small polished conductors are
shown in Figure 37.

For these conductors the crest

factors start high and pass tlirou.gh a minimum as the
circuit voltage

is

increased.

The range of the crest

factors for these conductors is from
The crest

6

to 9.

factors for radio frequency radiation from

conductor corona for several conditions of the large

stranded conductors are

shoi

in Figure 36.

the weathered ooao aluminum cable these

Except for

curves follow the

same general trend as does the crest factor curve in

Figure 37, and vary through about the same range.

The

curve for weathered 0000 aluminum cable oon±'orrns more

nearly to the form of the curves for insulators than to
the

other conductor curves.

This characteristic of the

interference from the weathered aluminum is also shown by
the

t'ielcì

strength curve (See Piures 32 and 33).

The high initial values of crest factor for con-

ductors as shown by these curves results from the abrupt

character of the initial rise of the field strength curves.
These curves o± crest factors show that in general the
crest field strength of radio interference from high-

voltage transmission lïnes involving both cnductors and
insulators such as those observed in this investigation
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may 1e as much as

5

the efLeetive value.

to 10 times

This

agrees with the order of rgnituae of the widely observed.

discrepancy between the apparent

and.

the

nasured

rms

values of the field strengths of interference radiations

from these sources.

The results of this investigation

then conclusivel3 show that both rms

and.

crest measurements

0± radio interference field strengths give a much better

representation of the disturbing radiations than

conventional effective measurements alone.
suggest that,

in order to

d.o

the

hese results

obtain a complete and reliable

indication of the character of interference

to

oe expected.

from a given source, measurements of both the rms

and.

crest

values of Í'ieli strength of the radio frequency radiation
in question are

required.

Incid.entaJ.13

the data obtained. in this investigation

seem to supoort the

ossibi1it

of

some correlation be-

tween loudness sensation in the hearing process and the
crest value of aural stimuli.
indeed. to study; this

it would. be verj

interesting

relationship and a series of data

along this line would. be very valuable.

Do

VII

CONCLUSIONS

The crest indicating instrument developed during

this investigation, when used. in conjunction with a

conventional field strength measuring set, provides a
very satisfactory method for measuring the crest value
of radio frequency field strengths that are either

con-

tinuous or intermittent in character.

Measurements of the crest and rrs values of the radio
interference fields produced by the corona on high-voltage

pin-type insulators over a wide range of voltages show that
the ratios of the crest to the

r:ns

values range from 3.5

These ratios are the crest factors of the radio

to 10.

interference fields for insulators.
or conductors
o.

ranging in size from No. 10 wire to

0000 cable the crest factors of the radio interference

fields range from

6

to

li.

These factors correspond to a

wide range of conductor voltages above the disruptive
critical corona voltage.
The field strength of interference from corona on

insulators in general increases gradually as the insulator

voltage is raised above the disruptive critical corona
voltage.

.Ln

direct contrast with this the field strength

of interfe'ence from corona on polished

ciductors

in-

creases very abruptly as the voltae is increased above
the disruptive critical corona voltage.

For weatliered

conductors the initial rise of interference

is

much less

abrupt than for polished conductors.
The high crest factors

(3.5 to ii)

for radio inter-

ference fields observed in this investigation agree with
the order o± magnitude of the widely observed discrepancy

between the apparent and the measured rms values of the
field strengths of interference radiations from high-

voltage transmission lines.
This investtgatin conclusivel' shows that both rms
and crest measurements of radio interference field
streiigths give a much better representation of disturbing

radiations than do the conventional effective measurenents
alone.
*

****
*
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PPEITDIX

Descriptive Data on Insulators Used. in Investigation
Desi_gnation

Description
Conventional pyrex glass insulator;
nominally rated for 70 kv.

3-6

Conventional porcelain insulator with
porcelain thread pinhole; nominally
rated for 66 kv.
Conventional type pyrex glass insulator
with stannous chloride flux distributing coating on the head and in the
pinhole of the insulator; nominally
rated for 70 kv.

Conventional type porcelain insulator
with silver-bismuth flux distributing
coating on the head and in the pinhole;
nominally rated for ôô kv.
B-9

Porcelain insulator with inserted. metal
head and 1 3/ inch alloy thimble in
pinhole; especially designed to elirninate radio interference; nominally rated
for 88 kv.

h-i-1

One piece porcelain insulator with inserted metal head and i 3/b inch alloy
thimble in the pinhole; especially designed to eliminate radio interference;
nominally rated. for 66 kv.

T-id-A

Conventional porcelain insulator, similar
to B-6A, with "Pioneer" asphalt emulsion
treatment over head, conductor, and tie
wire; 3/4 inch malleable iron thimble
cemented into the pinhole.

T-20-A

Conventional porcelain insulator, similar
to B-6A, with conduction paint treatment
over head, conductor, and tie wire; 3/4
inch malleable iron thimble cemented
into the pinhole.

C-88

Post type, low capacitance, porcelain
insulator; nominally rated for 66 kv.

APPENDIX II
Descriptive Data on Conductors Used in Investi.ation

Nominal
Sfze-ÂWG.
_________

Number
of
Strands
__________

10

Copper cable
Copper cable

Conductor

Diameter

of
- Strands

Maximum
Lliameter

Iih

Indi

1

0.099

0.099

6

7

0.065

0.191

00

7

0.140

0.422

0000

7

0.188

0.569

00

7

0.139

0.421

0000

7

0.189

0.575

Polished
Copper wire

Aluminum cable,
steel reinforced

Weathered
Copper cable

Aluminum cable,
steel reinforced

